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Integrated intrusion and access system
Integrating access control with intrusion into one easily installed and managed system simplifies operation,
training and maintenance both locally and remotely. It offers the end user maximum security with
maximum convenience through seamless operation.

The best user interface - Galaxy Dimension TouchCenter
The smartest user interface with innovative technology displays clear graphics and an intuitive menu.
Adios to complicated manuals! The TouchCenter “default or homescreen” graphics can also be
customised by installers with logos and images.

Easy to install
Galaxy Dimension’s single intuitive user interface for both intruder and access control; easy wiring,
including the ability to use existing CAT5 cables; and automatic configuration of components not only
ensure a trouble-free installation but also save installers time and money.
Furthermore, a smart walk test, with the status viewable from any keypad located in the building, helps
speed up the commissioning process and onsite maintenance.

Simple programming
A fully integrated menu-driven programming structure facilitates simple navigation and enables complete
system programming from one central location via any keypad on site. The Remote Servicing Software
provides a clear graphical interface for off-line programming and allows quick and easy configuration of
intrusion and access features, automatic timer schedules and holiday calendars. Training is minimal for
existing Galaxy installers, and new installers can be fully trained within one day.

Intelligent “listen-in” facility
Smart listening-in facility “audio verification” provides clear audio recording pre and post alarm via 32
audio channels. This enables swift verification of alarm source/cause, thereby reducing false alarms
and increasing system reliability. More cost-effective than video solutions, the audio controller is
intelligent enough to identify the location of the alarm activation and capture the highest clarity audio
for that specific location.

Efficient Remote servicing
One remote servicing and maintenance software package supports not only Galaxy Dimension but the
entire Galaxy range of control panels. The software is user-friendly with familiar “Windows” style look and
feel and allows installers to receive automated diagnosis and maintenance reports remotely, reducing the
need for time consuming and costly site visits.
The installed Galaxy systems can be controlled and managed remotely from a central location by use of
the advanced User Management Suite PC software - ideal for security managers looking after a chain of
locations or branches.

Excellent support
As your partner of choice, we provide a comprehensive training plan with regular training dates tailored
specifically for Galaxy Dimension. In addition to this, our dedicated Galaxy Dimension technical support
team is only a phone call away from answering any queries, to support a trouble-free installation.

Clear and logical product range with multi language support
Galaxy Dimension is available as a single multi-language control panel allowing the installer to select the
system language on-site thereby reducing inventory costs and increasing product availability.

Maximised compatibility with existing installations 
Fully compatible with all existing Galaxy 3 Series and Galaxy Classic installations, allowing straight-forward
upgrading of control panels, without the need to replace peripherals and wiring. Retro-fitting of
competitors’ panels is possible through programmable zone wiring configuration. Additionally, the
Dimension Access Control can work with a huge number of readers on the market using Wiegand
technology, as well as Honeywell’s own readers.

Flexible communications options
Whatever the requirements for alarm signalling, Galaxy Dimension has a solution suitable for the
installation. A full range of communication peripherals allows Galaxy Dimension to use existing
communication paths such as PSTN, ISDN, or Ethernet. Many third party communications devices can
also be easily supported.

A truly open system
A new interfacing protocol provides Galaxy Dimension with the required functionality to become a truly
open system. Integration and communication with large multi-faceted building management systems
becomes straightforward.

Reliable Galaxy technology
Built on 50 years of industry experience and proven Galaxy technology. The integrated system design
simplifies user operation, enables remote control of the panel for security managers, and significantly
reduces false alarms, maximising overall security.
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Reasons to buy 
Galaxy Dimension


